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The Unforgettable What's His Name Oct 07 2020 Now you see him, now you don't - an action-packed
adventure about a boy who just wants to blend in, from a bestselling author/illustrator team. Even before all
this happened I had never been like the other kids. I tried not to be seen. If I climbed a tree or hid among the
bins, no one could find me. 'Where's What's His Name?' they'd say. Then, one weekend, I got what I wanted.
First, I blended in with things. But on the second day I changed. I mean, really changed. The hilarious story of
a boy with an unusual problem, from children's book legend Paul Jennings. Includes fantastic look-and-find
colour illustrations.
Paul Jenning's Spookiest Stories Jun 26 2022 The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of
Unreal! in 1985 and, eight million books later, readers all around the world continue to devour his stories.
This special edition anthology boasts twenty of Paul's spookiest, fun-filled yarns, hand picked by the author
for a spine-tingling reading experience.
The Nest Oct 26 2019 I hear a dragging sound followed by my father's limping appearance at the door. I look
at him in horror. He's starting at me, glasses askew, waving the birds' nest. 'You imbecile. You left me
hanging there. What were you trying to do? Kill me?' If only he knew. I'm not trying to kill him. I'm trying not
to kill him! 'The tender yet unsparing depth of characterisation in the novel is matched by the limped beauty
of the writing, the sensual evocation of the snowfields setting and the compelling nature of the story.'
Weekend Australian 'A dark, gripping tale.' The Age 'The ending is a dramatic as they come.' Sydney Morning
Herald
Rascal Plays Up Mar 31 2020
A Different Dog Mar 12 2021 The forest is dense and dark. And the trail full of unexpected perils. The dog
can't move. The boy can't talk. And you won't know why. Or where you are going. You will put this story down
not wanting the journey to end. But it's from Paul Jennings so watch out for the ambush. One of the best.
From one of the best.
Planet Funny Oct 19 2021 A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year The witty and exuberant New York Times
bestselling author Ken Jennings relays the history of humor in “lively, insightful, and crawling with goofy
factlings,” (Maria Semple, author of Where’d You Go Bernadette)—from fart jokes on clay Sumerian tablets to
the latest Twitter gags and Facebook memes. Where once society’s most coveted trait might have been
strength or intelligence or honor, today, in a clear sign of evolution sliding off the trails, it is being funny.
Yes, funniness. Consider: Super Bowl commercials don’t try to sell you anymore; they try to make you laugh.
Airline safety tutorials—those terrifying laminated cards about the possibilities of fire, explosion,
depressurization, and drowning—have been replaced by joke-filled videos with multimillion-dollar budgets and
dance routines. Thanks to social media, we now have a whole Twitterverse of amateur comedians riffing
around the world at all hours of the day—and many of them even get popular enough online to go pro and take
over TV. In his “smartly structured, soundly argued, and yes—pretty darn funny” (Booklist, starred review)
Planet Funny, Ken Jennings explores this brave new comedic world and what it means—or doesn’t—to be funny
in it now. Tracing the evolution of humor from the caveman days to the bawdy middle-class antics of Chaucer

to Monty Python’s game-changing silliness to the fast-paced meta-humor of The Simpsons, Jennings explains
how we built our humor-saturated modern age, where lots of us get our news from comedy shows and a comic
figure can even be elected President of the United States purely on showmanship. “Fascinating, entertaining
and—I’m being dead serious here—important” (A.J. Jacobs, author of The Year of Living Biblically), Planet
Funny is a full taxonomy of what spawned and defines the modern sense of humor.
The Ballad of Perilous Graves Jul 24 2019 "A wild and wonderful debut, teeming with music, family and
art...This book is gorgeously written, with prose I wanted to eat off the page." —New York Times Music is
magic in this vibrant and imaginative debut novel set in a fantastical version of New Orleans where a battle
for the city's soul brews between two young mages, a vengeful wraith, and one powerful song. Nola is a city
full of wonders. A place of sky trolleys and dead cabs, where haints dance the night away and Wise Women
help keep the order. To those from Away, Nola might seem strange. To Perilous Graves, it’s simply home. In a
world of everyday miracles, Perry might not have a talent for magic, but he does know Nola’s rhythm as
intimately as his own heartbeat. So when the city’s Great Magician starts appearing in odd places and
essential songs are forgotten, Perry realizes trouble is afoot. Nine songs of power have escaped from the piano
that maintains the city’s beat, and without them, Nola will fail. Unwilling to watch his home be destroyed,
Perry will sacrifice everything to save it. But a storm is brewing, and the Haint of All Haints is awake. Nola’s
time might be coming to an end. Put on your dancing shoes and enjoy this song for New Orleans, the city of
music, magic, and dreams. "A beautiful song full of magic and rhythm, darkness and delight.” —Christina
Henry "A hallucinatory wonder of a debut. Brimming with language and music, this phantasmagoric novel
taps the deep root of multi-cultural, multi-racial life in, and beyond, New Orleans." ―Walter Mosley "Funny,
wild, witty, and profound. The Ballad of Perilous Graves is the debut of a cosmic storm of talent.”―Victor
LaValle
Tongue-tied (Mills & Boon Temptation) Feb 08 2021 WHEN IT'S THIS HOT...
Especially Jennings! Jul 04 2020
Paul Jennings' Funniest Stories Oct 31 2022 Presents a collection of twenty-five humorous stories about
children with unfortunate nicknames, killer foot-odor problems, and plagues of rabbits.
Rascal Takes Off Nov 27 2019
Quirky Tails Aug 17 2021 Quirky? You can say that again. Look at it. His mouth is so small there is only just
enough room to poke in one pea at a time. He can't talk, he can't stick out his tongue & he can't eat. You'll be
speechless
Thirteen Unpredictable Tales Nov 07 2020
Uncovered! Jan 10 2021 I'm Uncovered . . . I try to hide my nakedness with my hand. But it doesn't work.
Everyone can see. Also on show . . . Bad rabbit habits. Rapt – in toilet paper. Birds with teeth. A live face on
the wall.
Trickiest Stories Aug 29 2022 Children all over the world can't resist the special magic of a Paul Jennings
story - for over twenty years he has entertained and enthralled young readers. This special collection of Paul's
trickiest stories proves yet again that he is the master of unexpected twists and turns!
Toad Surprise Aug 24 2019 From the muddy swamp that brought you Toad Rage, Toad Heaven and Toad Away
comes Limpy, Charm and Goliath's fourth hilarious adventure. Limpy has a dream. A dream where cane toads
and humans live happily together. Surely this time Limpy will be able to show humans how nice cane toads
can be? After all, it is Christmas. And isn't Christmas a time of peace and goodwill to all men? And cane
toads? The wart-tingling escapade of one slightly squashed cane toad's hunt for friendship and the surprising
place he finds it.
According to Jennings Sep 05 2020 The boys at Linbury Court Prep are eager to speed up space travel.
Jennings' task is to find a suitable helmet. But is it really a good idea to take a dome-shaped glass-case, which
housed a stuffed woodpecker? Petrified paintpots! Jennings and Darbishire's luck is in when they attempt to
apprehend a suspected burglar? Bat-witted clodpoll!
Uncollected May 26 2022
Grandad's Gifts Feb 29 2020 This is a chilling picture book with a twist in the tail, as Paul slowly brings a fox
back to life by feeding its fur with lemons from the tree above its grave. But its the lemons above Paul's
grandfather's grave that give the fox its final gift, sight...
Unreal Collection Jan 28 2020 The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unreal! in 1985.
Thirty years and eight million books later, children all around the world continue to devour his stories. This
special anniversary edition contains thirty stories, hand picked by the author from across his funny, spooky,
weird and wonderful Un- books, and others. This book is sure to have readers laughing out loud.
Uncanny! Dec 21 2021 Uncanny! I stared at Dad's eyes through the gas mask and remembered our
handshake. A deal is a deal. With pounding heart, I walked into the soggy, wet mouth of the dead whale. It's
uncanny . . . turning into a dung beetle, catching someone else's tattoos, being in bed with a ghost who
tickles, seeing a flying dog.
Undone! Aug 05 2020 Features eight weird stories that also let the readers try to predict the endings.
Unreal! Jul 28 2022 It's Unreal . . . the flies were up to my armpits and they were still falling. I was scared out

of my wits. I didn't want to drown in a sea of flies. It's all a bit much really. A reunion of bones. The
irresistible kisser. Wonder underpants. Cow-dung custard.
Unbearable! Jun 22 2019 A collection of eight quirky, bizarre, and very funny short stories from the brilliant
Paul Jennings.
Jennings Goes to School Sep 17 2021 Set in an English preparatory school, recounts the comical adventures
of Jennings.
The Deadly 7 Dec 09 2020 When eleven-year-old Nelson's beloved older sister goes missing, he is devastated.
She's his only friend and means the world to him. Then his parents join the search and leave Nelson in the
care of his crazy uncle Pogo, a plumber who is working at St. Paul's Cathedral in London. There in a dusty
crypt Nelson stumbles across an ancient machine that accidentally extracts the so-called seven deadly sins
from his soul. The machine turns them into ugly, cantankerous, and embarrassing creatures who follow him
everywhere. But there is more to these monsters than meets the eye, and in this off-the-wall debut novel about
making friends and taking courage, Nelson finds that these strange newcomers are just the companions he
needs for a quest across the globe to rescue his big sister.
Uncollected May 14 2021 Here is a collection of twenty-six unreal, unbelievable and quirky tales that are
wildly funny, outrageously strange, and shockingly scary by Australia's most popular author for children.
Uncollected Nov 19 2021 Includes every story from Uncanny!, Unbearable!, and Unmentionable!- twenty-six
stories in one volume from Australia's most popular author.
Jennings and Darbishire Apr 24 2022 Jennings turns journalist when he receives a printing kit for his
birthday, and dubs himself editor of the Form Three Times.
The Paw Thing Jun 14 2021
Unmentionable Apr 12 2021 Unmentionable? Sure. But I'll try to tell you anyway...The mouth organ is inside
my mouth. It is stuck in sideways. The pain is terrible. My eyes water. Some things you just can't talk about.
Locked in the loo. Kissing a cold, cold kid. Being a little squirt. Burning your behind. Unmentionable short
stories from the brilliant Paul Jennings.
Untwisted: The Story of My Life Mar 24 2022 Honest, insightful, funny - a brilliant memoir about writing and
teaching and life from one of Australia's most loved children's authors. In the telling of his own tale,
children's author and screenwriter Paul Jennings demonstrates how seemingly small events can combine into
a compelling drama. As if assembling the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle he puts together fragments, memories and
anecdotes to reveal the portrait of a complex and weathered soul. The accounts of the trials and joys of
turning his stories into episodes of the television program Round The Twist will be of special interest to the
millions of fans of this series. Untwisted is revealing, moving and very funny. Paul Jennings has crafted
perhaps his most masterful story yet ...the story of his life.
Unbearable! Feb 20 2022 It's unbearable . . . The bird's perch is swinging to and fro and hitting me on the
nose. I can see my eye in its little mirror. Unbearably weird . . . You have the foulest feet ever. There are flies
for lunch. A goat swallows your opal. And you have lived before.
The Gizmo Jan 22 2022 Stephen's bra is starting to slip. His pantyhose are sagging. His knickers keep falling
down. Oh, the shame of it. He stole a gizmo-and now it's paying him back. Another crazy yarn from Australia's
master of madness. The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unrealin 1985. Since then,
his stories have been devoured all around the world.
Rascal and the Cheese Jun 02 2020 Real books for beginners 'Dad,' says Ben. 'The cheese has gone.' Rascal
has something in his mouth. Is he a thief? Read a Rascal story to your children and before long they'll read it
to you.
Titus's Troublesome Tooth Dec 29 2019 Titus the goat has a terrible toothache and all his farmyard friends
try to help him get rid of it. Lively fun throughout. 4 yrs+
The Wildest Cowboy May 02 2020 Way out in the West there's a town they call Fear And only the roughest
and toughest live here . . . When cheerful salesman, Bingo B Brown, rolls his wagon full of Wild West goodies
into town, he's met with a stony silence. This is clearly no place for novelty bow ties and elastic lassos. Not
even Bingo's dancing dog can raise a smile! But this town is not just joyless, it's dangerous. And as Bingo
soon discovers, the people of the town are not just scary, they're also scared. It isn't long before Bingo and his
dog discover why, as they come face to face with the Wildest Cowboy in the West! Saddle up for a spectacular
ride with a wildly talented pairing: film director and author, Garth Jennings and star illustrator, Sara Ogilvie.
The Wildest Cowboy is a funny and uplifting adventure story in which fun wins out over fear. Featuring a
dramatic train chase, rattlesnake socks and a dancing dog.
A Different Boy Sep 25 2019 "If you've got a bad deal," Anton's father used to say, "get out of it and move on."
When he finds himself in a cruel orphanage Anton does just that, and hides on an ocean liner. Fear and
desperation are his only companions, and this time there is no escape. Or is there? Two other passengers have
secrets of their own. When nothing is what it seems, can they help each other? Or will they sink into a sea of
troubles? You'll never know. Until the last page.
Unbelievable! Jul 16 2021 Unbelievable? Maybe. But I'm telling you it's true. The crusher had pushed all the
air out of my lungs. It was squeezing me tighter and tighter. I knew I had only seconds to live. Believe it or

not . . .A kid can grow younger. Birds can bury you. Ghosts have exams. There are eyes in the milk. From the
one and only Paul Jennings
Paul Jenning's Weirdest Stories Sep 29 2022 Paul Jennings' books are enjoyed by millions of children
throughout the world. From the hugely popular UnCollected series comes this special selection of tales – a
showcase of Paul's storytelling talents at their very best . . . and weirdest!
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